
  

1.  accident 19 decide 37 heart 55 probably 73 various 

2.  actual 20 different 38 history 56 promise 74 weight 

3.  actually 21 difficult 39 important 57 purpose   

4.  address 22 early 40 interest 58 quarter   

5.  answer 23 earth 41 learn 59 question   

6.  appear 24 eight 42 length 60 recent   

7.  arrive 25 eighth 43 material 61 regular   

8.  believe 26 eighty 44 minute 62 remember   

9.  bicycle 27 enough 45 natural 63 straight   

10.  build 28 experience 46 notice 64 strange   

11.  busy 29 experiment 47 occasion 65 strength   

12.  caught 30 February 48 often 66 suppose   

13.  centre 31 forward 49 opposite 67 surprise   

14.  century 32 forwards 50 particular 68 therefore   

15.  certain 33 fruit 51 perhaps 69 though   

16.  circle 34 grammar 52 popular 70 although   

17.  complete 35 group 53 possess 71 thought   

18.  consider 36 heard 54 possession 72 through   
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Core words and Spelling Rules 

Formation of 

nouns using a 

range of 

prefixes (e.g. 

super–, anti–, 
auto–, inter-) 
See appendix 

for all non-

statutory 

prefixes.  

Word families 

based on common 

words, showing 

how words are 

related in form 

and meaning (e.g. 

solve, solution, 
solver, dissolve, 
insoluble)  

The /ɪ/ sound spelt 

y elsewhere than at 

the end of words 

e.g. myth, gym, 

Egypt, pyramid, 

mystery. 

The /ʌ/ sound 

spelt ou e.g. 

young, touch, 

double, trouble, 

country.  

Homophones and 

near homophones. 

The suffix –

ation 

 Breath/ breathe 

occasion  

occasionally 

possess  

possession 

woman 

women 

accident 

accidentally 

actual 

actually 

bicycle Though 

although 

thought  

through  

various  

favourite 

famous 

enough 

group 

 

reign  

The suffix –ly 

 

Words with 

endings sounding 

like /ʒə/ or /tʃə/, 

e.g. measure, 

treasure, 

pleasure, 

enclosure, 

creature, 

furniture.  

 

Endings which sound 

like sion. 

 

The suffix –ous  

 

Adding suffixes 

beginning with 

vowel letters to 

words of more than 

one syllable.  

 

Words with 

the /k/ 

sound spelt 

ch  

 

early 

early 

probably  

pressure  famous   

Possessive 

apostrophe 

with plural 

words  

 

Endings which 

sound like /shun/, 

spelt –tion, –sion, 

–ssion, –cian  

Words with the /ʃ/ 

sound spelt ch 

(mostly French in 

origin)  

Words ending 

with the /g/ 

sound spelt – gue 

and the /k/ sound 

spelt –que 

(French in origin)  

 

 Occasion 

possession 

  

 


